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Usha exports exhibited at ISH trade fair and presented Latitude bath counter 
top accessories for the home. The accessories range include soap dish, lotion 
dispenser, tumbler, tooth brush holder, canister, bin and toilet brush. This 
range of products is available in antique brass, antique silver, chrome, copper, 
nickel, and black nickel.

Usha Exports 

USHA EXPORTS PRESENTS LATITUDE BATH COUNTER TOP ACCESSORIES 

www.vandabaths.com 
Victoria + Albert Ltd 

VICTORIA + ALBERT LTD LAUNCH THE BARCELONA COLLECTION

www.uk.vitra.com.tr 

Vitra introduced its new bathroom collections at the recent 
ISH trade fair. Its new T4 series is minimalist in style, but 
maximum in function. Hiding a wealth of smart solutions 
behind its pure forms, T4 brings timeless elegance to the 
contemporary bathroom. 

T4 was created to transform the bathroom into an oasis of 
rest and wellbeing. It integrates the four product groups 
essential for a coordinated bathroom décor. 

Graceful and hygienic ceramic sanitaryware products, 
luxurious acrylic bathtubs, attractively styled water-
saving faucets, and spacious furniture designed for 
uncompromising comfort are the new total bathroom. 

T4 designed by the Noa design group is offered in a range 
of sizes and forms designed to complement one another 

Vitra

VITRA’S NEW BATHROOM COLLECTION AT ISH 

in widely different combinations tailored to the individual 
user. It achieves a unique balance between elegance and 
simplicity, and develops clear and functional solutions 
exclusive to the series. 

Usha accessory.

British bathroom specialist Victoria + Albert launched their latest 
bath and basin collection, the Barcelona, at ISH Frankfurt. 

Organic beauty is at the centre of the Barcelona’s design concept. 
The collection was inspired by the city’s distinctive urban 
landscape, world famous for its elegant curves and natural forms 
created by prominent architects such as Gaudi. 

Beautifully pebble-shaped, the 1800 mm long double-ended 
Barcelona bath is deeper than the company’s award winning 
Napoli bath and is perfect for two people to share. The 640mm 
long Barcelona countertop basin shares the bath’s naturally white 
finish and can be installed on its own or in a pair. 

Together, their flowing curves, symmetry and rimless design, 
generate a sense of calm to both contemporary and transitional 
bathrooms. Being made of hand finished Quarrycast®, Victoria + 
Albert’s own volcanic limestone-rich material, the collection also 
offers physical peace of mind by being easy to clean, warm to the 
touch and highly durable. Barcelona bathtub.

T4 series.
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